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Contains the first printing of Sartor resartus, as well as other works by Thomas Carlyle.
This edited collection approaches the most pressing discourses of the Anthropocene and
posthumanist culture through the surreal, yet instructive lens of Jeff VanderMeer’s fiction. In
contrast to universalist and essentializing ways of responding to new material realities,
VanderMeer’s work invites us to re-imagine human subjectivity and other collectivities in the
light of historically unique entanglements we face today: the ecological, technological,
aesthetic, epistemological, and political challenges of life in the Anthropocene era. Situating
these messy, multi-scalar, material complexities of life in close relation to their ecological,
material, and colonialist histories, his fiction renders them at once troublingly familiar and
strangely generative of other potentialities and insight. The collection measures VanderMeer’s
work as a new kind of speculative surrealism, his texts capturing the strangeness of navigating
a world in which "nature" has become radically uncanny due to global climate change and
powerful bio-technologies. The first collection to survey academic engagements with
VanderMeer, this book brings together scholars in the fields of environmental literature,
science fiction, genre studies, American literary history, philosophy of technology, and digital
cultures to reflect on the environmentally, culturally, aesthetically, and politically central
questions his fiction poses to predominant understandings of the Anthropocene.
I've been drowning for a long time. I never thought I'd find someone who knows what that's
like... Self-proclaimed playboy, Aiden Vale, has it all - good looks, successful career, plenty of
cash in the bank and an endless supply of men who know the score... that one night is just
that. So the last thing he wants, or needs, is to forge a connection that might mean revealing
more of himself than he's ready to. But when fate intervenes, putting Aiden in the path of
someone who threatens to knock down his carefully constructed walls, he's quick to realize the
young man he's become infatuated with is hiding a painful secret. I finally have a shot at
freedom. I'll never let anyone take that from me ever again... Ash Valentine is just looking for a
way out, and the last thing he wants or needs is another man controlling every aspect of his
life. Desperate for the cash that will help him flee his abusive boyfriend, Ash accepts what is
supposed to be a temporary job at a local coffee shop. But nothing prepares him for the
gorgeous and enigmatic Aiden Vale, and the small acts of kindness the charming coffee shop
regular bestows on him or the new friends he begins to make along the way. Terrified of once
again becoming too reliant on someone else to take care of him, Ash refuses Aiden's repeated
offers of help in any form. But when it becomes clear that there's something more behind
Aiden's need to save him, Ash begins to wonder if he's found someone who needs saving just
as badly. I know he wants to save me, but what if he's the one who needs saving... As their
tentative friendship turns into something more, long buried secrets begin to surface. When
Aiden's need to protect Ash clashes with the younger man's desire for independence,
memories of the one he couldn't save begin to tear at the fragile cords of Aiden's soul, and he's
forced to face a truth he's been hiding from for a long time. Threatened with losing what they've
only just found, will Aiden and Ash find a way to accept their pasts or will they let the pain drag
them below the surface for good?
In 2008, Ashoka launched the "Changemaker Campus Initiative" which applies Ashoka's
rigorous criteria to select and support universities as they develop and implement a
comprehensive social entrepreneurship plan. Through the lessons learned from this network,
and with input from its broader global network of those experienced in the field, Ashoka aims to
set a new standard for social entrepreneurship education. Indeed, despite the rising demand,
there remains a dire need for quality coursework and global teaching case studies. Social
entrepreneurs – and the pressing challenges they solve – are not bound by geographic borders
or a single political environment, yet there is a lack of the materials necessary to equip
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students with the skills and mind-set required to catalyze systemic social change. What few
high-quality case studies do exist typically highlight social entrepreneurs within the United
States. This cooperation with oikos within the Social Entrepreneurship Track of the annual
oikos Global Case Competition is a critical vehicle for tackling that challenge. As a result of this
effort, more locally relevant case studies are being written, peer-reviewed, and judged than
ever before, and are able to make their way into the hands of global audiences eager to adopt
them into their courses. Building social entrepreneurship skills and problem-solving abilities are
best practiced and honed using real-life examples and strategic challenges – not just learning
theories in a vacuum. Case studies provide this exposure and real-time training in systemic
problem-solving. Through these 15 teaching cases, students learn that social entrepreneurship
is about identifying root causes of problems and applying a solution that tackles the system. As
study upon study has shown, the band-aid approach does not work. To effectively address a
social problem, the solution must continually adapt and evolve based on market feedback
about what works and what needs to change in the model. Case Studies in Social
Entrepreneurship and Sustainability is the second volume resulting from the oikos Global Case
Writing Competition – an annual program launched in 2003 to promote the publication of highquality teaching cases in corporate sustainability. This book expands the collection with awardwinning global cases in the rapidly growing field of social entrepreneurship and sustainability.
In view of the growing importance of various sustainability trends, management schools are
increasingly challenged to adapt their entrepreneurship and business curricula. Management
education needs to reflect the trends and provide a broadened understanding of value
creation. Sustainability is a concept that demands that organizations consider the legitimate
expectations of different stakeholders in their value creation processes. At the same time, it
underlines the fact that many sustainability trends offer new business opportunities that
entrepreneurs will seize. As a result, value creation processes need to be reorganized in order
to create economic capital while developing social capital and preserving natural capital.
Indeed, entrepreneurial organizations are increasingly dealing with these challenges. The case
studies in this book explore both the opportunities and pitfalls entrepreneurs – working with
organizations with for-profit, hybrid and non-profit business models – face in targeting
sustainability issues and how their values and core assumptions impact their business
strategies. They describe new patterns of value creation, new alliances, and the challenges of
dealing with existing paradigms. It is clear that new ways of doing business with a common
objective of maximizing social impact are substantially shaping markets and society. This
textbook of competition-winning case studies for management education in the field of social
entrepreneurship and sustainability provides excellent learning opportunities, tells engaging
stories, deals with recent situations, includes quotations from key actors, is thought-provoking
and controversial, requires decision-making and provides clear take-aways. Online Teaching
Notes to accompany each chapter are available on request with the purchase of the book.
Zack Justice is just an average, clumsy, teenage boy. Living with foster parents since before
he could remember, Zack had accepted his fate of being just out of reach of Everything he
ever knew was about to change--starting with the real identity of his foster parents.If learning
what really happened to his biological family, possibly ruining any hope of getting the girl of his
dreams, and watching as his hometown is plagued with political corruption, terrorist attacks,
and kidnappings was not enough, Zack must accept his fate and role as the source of all these
problems. Chosen to be greater than he could ever imagine, he must learn and accept the
supernatural power hidden deep within him if he wants to protect his family and friends, stay
alive, and ultimately fulfill his destiny.
Inspired by gang wars in Quebec Canada in the late 1990s, Messenger of Death takes the
reader into the frightening and fascinating world of bikers’ turf wars. The streets of a peaceful
city turn into scenes of Hollywood-style assassinations, explosions, and motorcades to killed
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gangsters’ funerals. The drama unfolding in the novel conveys the tragedy of love and death
of those who live in the underworld, as well as innocent people, who happen to cross their way.
Messenger of Death presents a gruesome commentary on the state of North American modern
society where hard drugs became a lucrative market.
Reproduction of the original: Beaumaroy Home From the Wars by Anthony Hope

Skandor Dusselhoff wants to save the beautiful Katrin from captivity at Geneses. But
Fritz Gottlieb is the one holding her, and he’s not about to let her go. Plus, Katrin’s
foster brother Georg has his eye on Katrin. Skandor must learn to use his “magical”
ability to cloak himself if he wants to free Katrin before it’s too late. ebook of dystopian
teen romance Keywords: Teen, YA, YA ebook, thriller, YA from a bestselling author,
book in a series, fantasy book, dystopian teen, invisibility, action and adventure,
science fiction, teen wolf, the one hundred, love and romance, Anthea Lawson, Brenda
Hiatt, Terah Edun, Eva Pohler, Allie Burton, Ednah Walters, fairy tale
Presents a system in which people can look up the spelling of a word they know only
how to pronounce by sounding out the word, dropping the vowels, leaving only the
consonants which are then presented with brief definitions, for example SPLR for
speller.
A dangerously sexy new standalone romance from New York Times bestseller Kim
Karr. We each had a plan. We knew what we were doing. Until love got in our way. The
first time Caleb Holt strode into the room I was absolutely certain I knew his type. A
man too gorgeous for his own good, he was sexy, brooding, and so full of himself, I
thought he could easily be fooled. I was wrong. Those brilliant green eyes followed me
everywhere. With each glance, I swore he could see into my soul, read my
determination, uncover my secrets. It worried me. I should have stayed far away from
him.I didn't.It just seemed impossible to fight the searing desire that flowed through my
veins whenever he was near. I could have tried harder. The thing was I belonged to
another man, as in the other man owned me, literally.Caleb didn't care.He should have.
Before Caleb came into my life I had a plan to get back what was taken from me. The
cost was irrelevant. Now I'm not sure I can sell my soul to the devil because I fear it
belongs to him. The problem is he has a plan of his own and I can't risk his plan taking
priority over mine.Not even for love. When playing a game of cat and mouse the heart
can never win.Or can it?
15th Anniversary Celebrating fifteen years of romance Silhouette INTIMATE
MOMENTS THE JUSTICE WAY THE STRANGER IN ROMAN'S CABIN HAD: •: A soft
cloud of dark hair • Green eyes a man could get lost in • A million dollars in a duffel
bag WHAT SHE DIDN'T HAVE: • Any memory of her past Private eye Roman Justice
was stunned by the disheveled yet sexy woman. She had no idea who she was, yet she
quickly claimed that Roman was the only man she loved. How could she see so clearly
into his heart—not to mention his? Brothers Ryder, Roman and Royal—they would do
anything for each other…and for the women they loved!
From the famous smokehouse in North Carolina comes signature recipes and
techniques for ribs, pulled pork, and all the fixin's that make a perfect BBQ.
Hearing voices is equated with madness in our society but Leudar & Thomas show that
this has not always been the case and that it may be a normal experience.
ALSO INCLUDED IN THIS VOLUME: WINTER'S CAMP by New YorkTimes bestselling
author Jodi Thomas Harlequin®Historical brings you three new titles for one great price,
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availablenow! This box set includes: MARRIAGE MADE IN SHAME (Regency)
ThePenniless Lords • by Sophia JamesDespite his reputation, Gabriel Hughes, Earl of
Wesley, shies awayfrom intimacy. Until his convenient marriage to Adelaide
Ashfieldawakens a desire he never thought he'd feel again! TARNISHED, TEMPTED
AND TAMED (Regency) byMary Brendan Fiona Chapman is a tarnished woman, or so
thegossips have it! But she won't succumb to Major Luke Wolfson's charms,not unless
he makes her an honorable proposal… FORBIDDEN TO THE DUKE (Regency) by
LizTyner When the Duke of Harling catches Bellona Cherroll trespassing onhis land, he
knows he should avoid her. What does he do? Invite her tolive under his roof! Look for
6 compelling new stories every month from Harlequin®Historical!

InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content is segmented into
Channels and Topic Centers. InfoWorld also celebrates people, companies, and
projects.
Melba Bradley had not been out of Chattanooga, Tennessee in her life. But
having just graduated from four years of nursing school, she decided to take a
vacation before settling into a job and working herself to death for the rest of her
life. And the place she was going to see on her first out—of-state trip ever was
New York City, New York. After all, she had family there; her father Jack’s
brother Cubon lived there with his wife Eileen and their daughters Verlanda and
Trina. In all of Melba’s twenty two years, it had always been the New York
Bradleys that had flown down to see them in Chattanooga, but because it had
been five years since their last flight down, Melba thought she’d go against the
grain and fly up to see them for once. And Verlanda had assured her that once
there, she was going to show her all New York City had to offer. And that was
Verlanda’s intention. Out of a vacation that is meant to last for two weeks, Melba
enjoys three glorious days as Verlanda shows her all the New York City sights
and introduces to her all her sophisticated friends. And one of those friends is a
nail technician named Judy who works for Verlanda’s best friend Niecey’s Hair
Salon, who’s a palmistry freak on the side and reads the palms of both Verlanda
and Melba, telling them what to expect in their near futures. For Verlanda, she’s
going on a trip, while Melba is going to meet a man-—although under very
dangerous circumstances. Melba doesn’t believe that for a minute. But she
wonders when they return home to find her Uncle Cubon distressed by a phone
call from his mother in Philadelphia stating she had to go into the hospital for
tests and needed to have someone at her home to receive a package she is
expecting to arrive in a couple of days, and Cubon naturally asks Verlanda, who
has no choice other than go to Philadelphia and housesit for her grandmother.
Melba sees her to the bus station and returns to her cousin’s home with the
promise to her to stay with her parents until Verlanda gets back in the couple of
days, since the New York element can be dangerous for a tourist not schooled in
its ways. Only problem is that Verlanda did not tell her that because of something
she did a week before her arrival, her innocent hick cousin from the Tennessee
sticks is about to walk into a trap that’s going to land her in some very dangerous
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circumstances. Will Napoleon be able to save her? Melba woke up hours later to
find herself in a small room devoid of everything but a small table and a chair.
She sat in her coat in the chair, her hands and feet tied, her mouth bound with
strong cloth tape, wondering where she was and how long she had been bound
there. Better yet, she wondered who had kidnapped her and in fact who would
want to. The growling of her stomach came to remind her that it was time for a
meal, Melba didn’t know whether breakfast, lunch or dinner. Thanks to her
hands being tied behind her back and to the chair, she couldn’t see her watch to
know what time it was and there was no clock in the small room to alert her
otherwise. Which meant that she was going to have to wait for whoever had left
her there to come for her and that could be another long hour’s wait, if it wasn’t
the person’s intention for her to die there altogether. She wished she could rub
her neck, where a sharp pain registered from too much uncomfortable sitting.
She wondered if it was Monday or maybe Tuesday, Melba had no way of
knowing just how long she had been tied in the chair. If only she could scream
she might be able to claim someone’s attention, alert them to the fact that she
had come to, but that was made impossible by the strong tape covering her
mouth. Unless.... Taking a deep breath, Melba began to force shrill sounds from
her throat as she were screaming with her mouth closed. Louder, until her throat
ached from the strain and she was forced to stop. Thankfully for
Safe and SoundCreatespace Independent Publishing Platform
Zhao Long was an ordinary high school graduate. When he signed up for the
army, the Goddess of Luck had cared for him and joined this mysterious army.
From then on, his life was going to be very different ...
Technical Skills for Adventure Programming will guide you in becoming an
effective adventure educator teaching beginning-level outdoor adventure skills.
This book allows you to tap into the knowledge and expertise of skilled instructors
who present a lesson plan progression for mastering 12 popular outdoor
adventure activities.
The gripping new novel from the author of LITTLE WHITE LIES. ‘Compelling and
beautfully written’ Debbie Howells, author of The Vow ‘Taut, tantalizing
suspense’ Samantha M. Bailey, author of Woman on the Edge 'Engrossing and
affecting.’ Roz Watkins, author of The Devil’s Dice
"The Lone Wolf" by Louis Joseph Vance. Published by Good Press. Good Press
publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known
classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered
gems?of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good
Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for
all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly
and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
Apostolos “Tolly” Kizilos and his wife, Betty Ahola Kizilos, were married for sixty
years and Betty’s death was a blow the author couldn’t handle without extra
help from above. Trips to the Soul shows the author’s way of coming out of his
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“dark night of the soul” by repenting, praying, committing to change and writing.
The poems are arranged in four groups: “Love”, “Grief”, “Glimpses of Truth”
and “Love Your Neighbor”. They reflect his faith experience of insightful
moments as interpreted by a remarkable literary imagination. Tolly’s way of
exploring the meaning of “Love Your Neighbor” is original and effective. Tolly’s
memorable metaphors and vivid imagery sketch new ways to face the challenges
of life and experience love and joy.
Althea assumes now that she, Pax, and Lucas are reunited in spring that the next
steps are obvious - locate Deshi and prepare to take down the Others once and
for all. But she doesn't expect the subtle changes in Lucas. After being left alone
last season with only his Element father for company, Lucas has started to
question whether their rightful place isn't with the strange alien race as opposed
to humanity. When an emergency forces Lucas to aid the Others so they can
remain on Earth, Althea worries that she's lost him once and for all. The one
thing she knows is that Deshi's the key to any hope of reclaiming the planet. So
as the Others gut their already wobbly support system, Althea and Pax gather
together the beginnings of a plan - and maybe an army. Even if she can convince
Lucas their side is the right one, the Prime Other holds Deshi captive and
shrouds any knowledge about their fourth in clouds of secrecy. What they
discover deep underground is a roadblock they didn't expect - and one that could
steal their last hope of saving humanity.
He has no sturdy figure, no handsome face, and no dazzling family property, so
he is not surprised that he is despised by some girls, but he doesn't care. For
him, saving his tribe is the most important thing. Although he is just a humble
guard, he firmly believes that he has the ability to help the tribe get out of
trouble.He sought a solution from a fairy, and she told him that in order to save
the people, he must first purify and conquer the negative emotions in his heart,
and accept the trials given to him by God. He resolutely embarked on this
destined arduous and long journey ...?About the Author?Chun Qiu Yu Gong, an
outstanding online novelist, has authored many novels with various styles, and
his representative works include Security Guard’s Romance and so on. His
novels are welcomed by everyone for his fascinating storyline.
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication
and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard
publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest
music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
Harlequin® Intrigue brings you three new titles at a great value, available now!
Enjoy these suspenseful reads packed with edge-of-your-seat intrigue and
fearless romance. CAVANAUGH STANDOFF Cavanaugh Justice by Marie
Ferrarella With a serial killer sweeping through Aurora, Detective Ronan
Cavanaugh O'Bannon will do whatever it takes to protect one of Cavanaugh's
own—even swallow his pride and work with wild-card detective Sierra Carlyle.
MURDER IN BLACK CANYON The Ranger Brigade: Family Secrets by Cindi
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Myers An FBI agent is murdered. A US senator goes missing. Loner PI Kayla
Larimer will need to learn to trust Lieutenant Dylan Holt if she's going to make the
connection between these crimes and the mysterious cult camped in the hostile
Colorado wilderness. SON OF THE SHEIK Desert Justice by Ryshia Kennie
After a one-night stand with playboy and investigator Talib Al-Nassar left her
pregnant, Sara Elliott fled Morocco, but when she returns to teach her son about
his roots her secret is discovered—and the only man with the power to protect her
son is his father. Look for Harlequin Intrigue's June 2017 Box Set 1 of 2, filled
with even more edge-of-your seat romantic suspense! Look for 6 compelling new
stories every month from Harlequin® Intrigue!
The Tale of Cho Ung is one of the most widely read and beloved stories of
Chos?n Korea. The anonymously written tale recounts the adventures of
protagonist Cho Ung as he fearlessly confronts and overcomes obstacles and
grows into a heroic young man. As a child, Ung flees a wicked tyrant who
wrongfully killed his father and took advantage of the emperor’s death to seize
the throne from the young prince. Driven by his passion, righteousness, and
sense of duty, he pursues retribution and restores justice. His journey, from its
innocent beginnings to his final triumph, unfolds as a complex tapestry of loyalty,
honor, retribution, and love interspersed with threads of romance and the
supernatural. This first translation into English of The Tale of Cho Ung offers a
glimpse into the vernacular and popular literature of the late Chos?n period,
exemplifying the types of stories and heroes that were favored by its reading
public. The tale emphasizes individual affections and ethics between child and
parent, husband and wife, subject and ruler, pupil and teacher, yet explores
human life in all its complexity, even subtly dissenting against traditional Korean
social norms. This unabridged translation draws upon the many surviving editions
of the novel, which vary in length and format. In her introduction, Sookja Cho
addresses how the novel evolved and changed over time, while her annotations
help to reveal the depths of a text that conveys the richness and complexity of
premodern Korean literature and culture.
This book contains the following works arranged alphabetically by authors last
names A Royal Prisoner [Marcel Allain] The Man Who Knew Too Much,The Man
Who Was Thursday: a Nightmare [G.K Chesterton] The Hound of the
Baskervilles,The Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes [Arthur Conan Doyle] The Nebuly
Coat [John Meade Falkner] The Chestermarke Instinct,The Middle of Things,The
Orange-Yellow Diamond,The Paradise Mystery [Joseph Smith Fletcher] Helen
Vardon's Confession,The Singing Bone{R. Austin Freeman] File No.113,
Monsieur Lecoq,The Lerouge Case,The Mystery of Orcival [Émile Gaboriau] The
Riddle of the Frozen Flame [Thomas W. Hanshew] A Thief in the Night ,Raffles:
Further Adventures of the Amateur Cracksman, The Amateur Cracksman [Ernest
William Hornung] Malcolm Sage, Detective [Herbert George Jenkins] The Room
in the Dragon Volant, Wylder's Hand [Joseph Sheridan Le Fanu] The Stretton
Street Affair [William Le Queux] The Crystal Stopper [Maurice Leblanc] The
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Voice in the Fog [Harold MacGrath] Anderson Crow, Detective [George Barr
McCutcheon] Ashton-Kirk, Investigator [John T. McIntyre] Martin Hewitt,
Investigator, The Red Triangle [Arthur Morrison] The Black Box [Edward Phillips
Oppenheim] The Burglar's Fate and The Detectives [Allan Pinkerton] The Sleuth
of St. James's Square [Melville Davisson Post] The Hand in the Dark, The
Shrieking Pit [Arthur John Rees] More Tish, The Case of Jennie Brice [Mary
Roberts Rinehart] Bat Wing, The Hand of Fu-Manchu, The Quest of the Sacred
Slipper, The Sins of Séverac Bablon [Sax Rohmer] The Brand of Silence
[Harrington Strong] Number Seventeen,The Stowmarket Mystery,The Strange
Case of Mortimer Fenley [Louis Tracy] The Lone Wolf [Louis Joseph Vance]
Raspberry Jam [Carolyn Wells] The Mystery of the Barranca [Herman Whitaker]
Peter the Brazen [George F. Worts] The Big Bow Mystery [Israel Zangwill] Also
Available : 50 Mystery and Detective masterpieces you have to read before you
die vol: 1
Ride with young Temujin as he outwits schemers and assassins and rises to conquer
Asia as Genghis Khan. Venture to the land beneath the northern lights on a mission of
vengeance with Maak the Buriat. Stand with Aruk the gatekeeper and Hugo the Frank
as they hold the pass against the Sungar hordes. Lamb's action-packed Mongolian
stories, available here in one complete volume, restore the Mongols to their place in
history, portraying them not as mindless barbarians but as men of honor and bravery
who laid down their lives for their leader and their lands.
Help your child maintain and grow his reading skills with Making the Grade Reading for
Grade 4. Specially made to follow state learning standards, this workbook offers
practice for: frequently confused words, idioms, parts of speech, and reading
comprehension. Easy to understand, this reading comprehension book for fourth grade
supports the strong foundation in reading your child needs. In almost no time at all, your
child will learn, practice, apply, and master basic reading skills! Making the Grade
Reading workbooks will catch your child’s attention with interesting, colorful activities
while providing quick practice to support basic skills. Each 48-page workbook in the
Making the Grade series is chock-full of standards-based activities to reinforce the skills
your child is learning in class. Featuring easy instructions and an answer key, each
book in the series allows your child to independently practice skills at his own pace. The
series offers grade-specific titles for these main school subject areas: Reading
(PK–Grade 5), Math (PK–Grade 5), Basic Skills (PK–Grade 2), and Handwriting
(K–Grade 5). With the Making the Grade series, you will be sure to pick the perfect
workbook for your child.
The stories and legends of the Bushmen were told to Conrad when he was twelve
years old. He was on a hunting trip with his father, Jack Hartmann, a brutal but
confused man who 'gave' Conrad an old Bushman to teach him the ways of the land.
Bastiaan taught him not only about the beasts and plants and soil, but inculcated in
Conrad a philosophy that would remain with him throughout his life. But at home
Conrad learns a different set of rules as he and Beeky, the young sister he adores,
huddle together listening to the sound of his mother being beaten and told she is trash.
Jack Hartmann, a senator and man of power in the community, hates his wife and
daughter as much as he loves his son and Conrad's mother impresses on him that he
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must always protect and guard his little sister. As they achieve maturity, Conrad
appears to conform to the vision his father has for him. He joins the army, fighting on
the Namibian borders - a savage and hideous conflict. But Beeky defies her father and
the establishment, goes her own way, yearning for a new South Africa, a new life,
tenderness and kindness in place of hatred and derision. The story of their fulfilment,
tragedy, and the return of hope is the story of an ancient land fighting towards
redemption.
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